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Disclaimer

The information contained in this confidential document (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by UK Oil & Gas Plc (the “Company” or “UKOG”)) solely for informational purposes. It has not been fully verified and is subject to

material updating, completion, revision, verification and further amendment without notice. References to the Company, or UKOG will also be deemed to include its subsidiaries, both directly and indirectly held (including through

nominees) all wholly owned.

By accepting this document, and in consideration for it being made available to such recipient, each recipient agrees to keep strictly confidential the information contained in it and any information otherwise made available by the

Company, whether orally or in writing. In the case of a corporate recipient, this presentation may only be disclosed to such of its directors, officers or employees who are required to review it for the purpose of deciding whether to

make an investment in the Company. This document has been provided to each recipient at their request, solely for their information, and may not be reproduced, copied, published, distributed or circulated, to any third party, in

whole or in part, or published in whole or in part for any purpose, without the express prior written consent of the Company. The purpose of this document is solely to provide information to persons who have expressed an

interest in investigating the possibility of investing in the Company.

This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”). This Presentation does not constitute, and the Company

is not making, an offer of transferable securities to the public within the meaning of section 102B of FSMA and it is being delivered for information purposes only to a very limited number of persons and companies who are

‘qualified investors’ within the meaning of section 86(7) of FSMA purchasing as principal or in circumstances under section 86(2) of FSMA, as well as persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments

and who fall within the category of persons set out in Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the “Order”) or are high net worth companies within the meaning

set out in Article 49 of the Order or are otherwise permitted to receive it (together, the "Relevant Persons"). This Presentation is directed only at Relevant Persons and must not be acted on or relied upon by persons who are

not Relevant Persons. Any other person who receives this Presentation should not rely or act upon it. By accepting this Presentation and not immediately returning it, the recipient is deemed to represent and warrant that: (i) they

are a person who falls within the above description of persons entitled to receive the Presentation; (ii) they have read, agree and will comply with the contents of this notice; and (iii) they will use the information in this document

solely for evaluating their possible interest in acquiring securities of the Company.

The securities mentioned herein have not been and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), or under any U.S. State securities laws, and may not be offered or sold in the

United States of America or its territories or possessions (the “United States”) unless they are registered under the Securities Act or pursuant to an exemption from or in a transaction not subject to the registration requirements

of the Securities Act. Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States, or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States, or to any "US person" as defined in Regulation S

under the Securities Act of 1933, including US resident corporations or other entities organised under the laws of the United States or any state thereof or non-U.S. branches or agencies of such corporations or entities. This

Presentation is not being made available to persons in Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of South Africa or any other jurisdiction in which it may be unlawful to do so and it should not be delivered or distributed, directly or

indirectly, into or within any such jurisdictions.

The information described in this Presentation may contain certain information that is confidential, price-sensitive and which has not been publicly disclosed. By your receipt of this Presentation you recognise and accept that 

some or all of the information in this Presentation may be “inside information” as defined in Article 7 of the Market Abuse Regulation EU 596/2014 including as it forms part of English law by virtue of the European Union 

(Withdrawal) Act 2018 (as amended) (“MAR”) and constitutes a “market sounding” for the purpose of Article 11 of MAR. You recognise and accept that such information is being provided to you by the Company pursuant to 

Article 11 of MAR and you confirm, warrant and undertake that you will keep the information confidential and will not: (i) 
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Disclaimer (cont.)

deal, or attempt to deal, in financial instruments (as defined in MAR) relating to that information, or encourage another person to deal or disclose the information before the inside information is made public; (ii) or cancel or

amend an order which has already been placed concerning a financial instrument to which such information relates; (iii) disclose the inside information to another person other than in the proper course of the exercise of your

employment, profession or duties; or (iv) engage in behaviour based on any inside information which might amount to market abuse or market manipulation for the purposes of MAR. Recipients should take their own legal advice

on the obligations to which they will be subject and the application of MAR and in particular make their own assessment of whether they are in possession of inside information and when such information ceases to be inside

information.

Prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the legal, taxation, financial and other consequences of an investment in the Company, including the merits of investing and the risks involved. Prospective investors

should not treat the contents of this Presentation as advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters and are advised to consult their own professional advisers concerning any acquisition of shares in the Company.

Certain of the information contained in this Presentation has been obtained from published sources prepared by other parties. Certain other information has been extracted from unpublished sources prepared by other parties

which have been made available to the Company. The Company has not carried out an independent investigation to verify the accuracy and completeness of such third party information. No responsibility is accepted by the

Company or any of its directors, officers, employees or agents for the accuracy or completeness of such information.

Forward-looking statements

All statements of opinion and/or belief contained in this Presentation and all views expressed represent the directors’ own current assessment and interpretation of information available to them as at the date of this Presentation.

In addition, this Presentation contains certain "forward-looking statements", including but not limited to, the statements regarding the Company’s plans and operating performance. Generally, these forward-looking statements

can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “expects”, “expected”, “budgeted”, “forecasts”, “opportunity”, “potential”, “plan”, “future”, “seek”, “will”, “estimate”, “may” and “anticipates”. Forward-looking

statements, whilst based on management’s best estimates and assumptions, are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking

statements, including but not limited to: risks related to the successful integration of acquisitions; risks related to international operations; risks related to general economic conditions and credit availability, fluctuations in foreign

currency exchange rates, changes in national and local government regulation, changes to tax rules and regulations, and political and economic developments in countries in which the Company operates. Accordingly, readers

should not place any reliance on forward-looking statements. The reader is cautioned not to place reliance on these statements or views and no responsibility is accepted by the Company or any of its directors, officers,

employees or agents in respect thereof. The Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement or other information that is contained in this Presentation whether as a result of new information, future

earnings, or otherwise. Neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied,

contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Presentation or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or

for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information or opinions made or given in this Presentation or the completeness, accuracy, or fairness of the

Presentation. Past performance, trends or activities of the Company or its shares cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance, trends or activities.

Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of contract, commitment or recommendation on the part of the Company or the directors of the Company to proceed with any

transaction or accept any offer and the right is reserved to terminate any discussions or negotiations with any prospective investors. The Company reserves the right without any notice or liability to the recipient of this

Presentation or its advisers to: (i) change any of the procedures, timetable or requirements or terminate negotiations at any time prior to the signing of any binding agreement with investors; (ii) provide different information or

access to information to different persons; (iii) agree variations to the property, rights and liabilities comprised in the Company; and (iv) negotiate at the same time with more than one person. In no circumstances will the

Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. This Presentation should not be considered a recommendation by the Company or any of its

affiliates in relation to any prospective acquisition of shares in the Company. No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company or any of its

affiliates, any of its directors, officers or employees or any other person as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this Presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted for any

such information or opinions or for any errors or omissions.
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UKOG: Expanding UK & international energy company

100 km

United Kingdom:
• Oil & gas, established portfolio: 2 producing fields, 5 licences, largest licence 

holder in SE England 488.5 km2

• NEW: Consent granted for 100% owned  Loxley gas appraisal project,  44 bcf 
mean gross recoverable (UKOG net 34 bcf) 

• Actively pursuing further international opportunities in N. America

NEW: Energy Storage, Hydrogen & Renewables
• Major new hydrogen storage/generation  project + transitional gas/LNG at 

Portland Port, nationally significant infrastructure project qualifying
• Actively pursuing 2 identified geothermal opportunities in Surrey/W. Sussex

Turkiye: New appraisal & exploration portfolio in underexplored area. 
Contains same petroleum system as adjacent Iraqi KRI giant fields:

• Resan M47 b1,b2 licence (305 km2 50% interest)
• Basur-Resan oil appraisal project 
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Portland: Future material UK energy storage



“UKOG is delighted to announce the intention to develop an 

infrastructure project in Dorset, fully in keeping with the government’s 

new British Energy Security and Hydrogen Strategies, that could both 

materially strengthen the UK energy system’s resilience to supply and 

demand shocks, plus provide the foundations for a significant and 

strategic element of  the future green hydrogen economy.”

Source: Comment by UKOG Chief  Executive Stephen Sanderson, May 2022
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Portland: Future hydrogen-ready energy storage project
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Portland H2: Support from Rt Hon Kwasi Kwarteng MP, SoS BEIS

“… hydrogen’s ability to store energy for long periods of  time and in 

large quantities is central to its strategic value to a fully decarbonised 

energy system and we envisage hydrogen storage being a key part of  

future network infrastructure. As such, I warmly welcome UKOG’s 

project proposal.”

Source: Cabinet Minister Rt Hon K. Kwarteng MP,  Secretary of  State, BEIS, letter to Stephen Sanderson, 22nd June 2022
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Portland LNG: Support from Rt Hon Kwasi Kwarteng MP, SoS BEIS

“It is also good to hear about the future inclusion of  green hydrogen 

production and the Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) import facility as part 

of  the integrated Energy Hub. Meeting our world leading Net Zero 

targets will mean major shifts in the way we use natural gas, however 

we recognise that LNG will form a key component of  our energy supply 

for years to come. It would be useful to receive further information on 

the scale and ambition for these elements of  the project.”

Source: Cabinet Minister Rt Hon K. Kwarteng MP,  Secretary of  State, BEIS, letter to Stephen Sanderson, 22nd June 2022
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Portland: The planned new £1+ billion Energy-Hub³ for Britain

• Construction of 43 bcf (1.2 bcm) of hydrogen-ready salt cavern storage¹
• Material 70% increase in UK's reported 61 bcf (1.7 bcm) working underground gas storage capacity²
• Storage could be doubled via additional salt caverns located under immediate offshore area

• Salt cavern storage to be linked to the national pipeline transmission system via hydrogen-ready pipeline
• Initial throughput ambition of 1 bcf/day (28 million m³/day), equivalent to c. 14% of UK daily gas demand
• Possible option of pipeline to Southampton/Fawley for Blue Hydrogen feedstock and storage.

• Development planned to be 'future-proofed' by engineering designed to transition seamlessly into green 
hydrogen production and blue/green H₂ storage as the 'hydrogen economy' evolves

• Addition of new LNG import facility in the port, designed to be used as a possible feedstock for blue 
hydrogen within proposed UK Southern Pathway Hydrogen Hub:

• Ambition is for LNG to be sourced from UK allies/secure suppliers

• Potential for hydrogen at the port to directly fuel future hydrogen propelled ships

• Local high geothermal heat gradient to be investigated for possible local heat network and/or to power 
green hydrogen production

Source: 1. PENSPEN Portland Gas Storage Facilities FEED 2. BEIS DUKES 4.4 Gas storage sites and import/export facilities, publ. 29 July 2021; Gas Infrastructure Europe storage map 2021 3. Xodus Portland economic model 2022
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Portland: Underground energy storage in salt caverns 

• Salt caverns are artificial cavities which are 
created in geological salt deposits. Salt is an 
impermeable rock unit capable of safely 
containing hydrogen and natural gas. Caverns 
are created by first drilling into the salt before 
injecting water into the salt to dissolve it 
(leaching)

• The resulting brine (water mixed with salt) is 
extracted and leaves room for a massive,  
cavern where hydrogen can be safely stored 
under pressure with no leakage

Source: After Egdon Resources Ltd, Chadwick & Evans BGS©NERC and BGS 2007.
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Portland: Storage is a key component of UK hydrogen strategy

Source: modified from National Grid 2021 FES pp 187, Future energy scenarios

National Grid’s 2021 Future Energy Consumer Transformation Scenario; green hydrogen made with renewable electricity via 
electrolysis, is stored until needed at times of peak demand, to generate power to keep the lights on and for heating via a heat
pump. Key element to provide UK energy system resilience. 

Portland Energy Hub
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Portland’s envisaged key role in UK Southern Pathway Hydrogen/Energy Hub

Source: UKEn 06/22 - 1 : Based on BEIS 2021 Hydrogen Strategy, page 9, 250 Twh H₂ demand in 2050. 2: Exxon Mobil - https://energyfactor.exxonmobil.com/reducing-emissions/fawley-blue-hydrogen-hub/

Portland/Dorset
350kt Green 
Hydrogen Plant

Floating Wind 
Farm 3.9GW 
Potential Capacity

Green & blue 
H2 Import? 

Blue Hydrogen Plant 
Southampton

130kt per year (2030)2

H₂ pipeline

100 kt Green H₂ 
‘battery’ storage

100 kt Blue
H₂ & Gas storage

Supply for balancing 
intermittent wind

H₂ Power Station

Energy Consumers

H₂ pipeline

H₂ pipeline

Blue H₂ import

H₂  export 
Blue & green 
H2 export as 
compressed 
gas? 

Renewable Electric Power

H₂  export 

H2  export 

Link to UK H₂  Grid

LNG import for 
blue Hydrogen 

Import/export to UK 
Electric Power grid

CO2 to N Sea CCUS

LNG for Blue H₂

Gas for Blue H₂

Local
grid

Local
grid

Green H₂ import

Hydrogen 

Electricity

S. Pathway + Dorset green H₂ could supply approx. 6.5% of UK Hydrogen need in 20501

LNG import for
Blue H₂ 
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Portland Energy-Hub: Indicative timeline

Source: UKOG Internal May 2022

NSIP planning application 

Development Consent Order (DCO) by SoS

Discharge DCO conditions  

Engineering design and procurement

Drilling pad construction

Drill 14 cavern wells: 2 rigs, 1 well/dual completion per cavern

Cavern dissolution/leaching

Brine supply & injection facilities, cavern compression

Pipeline build 

H₂ & LNG re-gasification facilities

CAVERN FILL/STORAGE/DISCHARGE OPERATIONS

PILOT H₂ GENERATION/H₂ BATTERY STORAGE 

WINDFARM HOOK-UP, Large-scale H₂ generation/storage?

NB: Cavern dissolution estimated at c. 2 years

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4

????

YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11YEAR 5 YEAR 6
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Portland: Next steps

• Review and update commercial and economic models for hydrogen storage

• Select supporting third party companies

• Carry out engineering studies, surface and subsurface, to update the previous 2008 gas storage 
development for green hydrogen production & storage plus LNG import and regasification

• Complete site environmental studies

• Carry out stakeholder engagement and consultation

• Prepare and submit NSIP planning application and other regulatory applications

• First steps in securing strategic partners and project funding

Source: UKOG RNS 31 May 2022
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Loxley gas field appraisal project

Drone footage of Loxley site & access track looking westwards
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Loxley gas discovery overview

• Significant mean case gross gas initially in place 63 billion cubic feet (bcf)1

• 44 bcf (UKOG net 34 bcf) estimated to be recoverable to surface via future production
• Ranks in top 3 of UK onshore gas field discoveries²

• Planned to align with the government's stated British Energy Security and Hydrogen Strategies

• Supply of gas as feedstock for reformation into clean burning blue hydrogen

• 3-4 times lower pre-combustion carbon footprint than imported pipeline gas and LNG - could save 600,000 -
1,000,000 tonnes CO2e over lifetime vs imported gas³ 

• Full Environment Agency permit in place
• In June 2020 the EA issued UKOG with the necessary permit to drill and test Loxley, covering all 

environmental aspects of the proposed scheme of works

• With both planning and environmental consents in hand the project can now finally proceed

Source: 1. Xodus report 08/2020 2. Saltfleetby Field, Block L 47/16, Licence PEDL005, Onshore UK T. Hodge 2003; The history of HC exploration and development in North 
Yorkshire, Haarhoff 2018 3. UKOOG
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Loxley: Location

GB = Godley Bridge
A = Alfold
HH = Horse Hill
CF = Collendean Farm
BB = Broadford Bridge

GB-1

A-1

Loxley-1

GB-2 &2z

HH

CF-1
Loxley gas discovery

Oil field

Gas field

NSTA licensed block

BB-1

Source: 1. https://ukogl.org.uk/, UKOG internal 2020 

https://ukogl.org.uk/
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Loxley: Significant discovered gas volumes

GIIP (bcf) Low Mid Mean High

Gross Portland Sandstone 33 59 63 98

PEDL234 27 46 49 76

Recoverable resources (bcf) Low Mid Mean High

Gross Portland Sandstone 23 41 44 70

PEDL234 18 32 34 54

Source: Xodus report 08/2020; PEDL 234 LOXLEY VOLUMETRIC REVIEW

Having confirmed that the inputs used for the assessment of GIIP are consistent with industry standards, Xodus ran 
a probabilistic volumetric assessment and determined a range of GIIP for the Loxley/Godley Bridge structure as 
shown in the table above. The Xodus GIIP assessment confirmed the volumes presented by UKOG
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Loxley gas accumulation: gross thickness of gas bearing zone

A-1 
(26’ gas)

GB-1
(19’ gas)

GB-2
(0’ gas)GB-2z

(0’ gas)

A281

PEDL234PEDL235

B2130

Legacy wells

Loxley-1 surface location

Subsurface target location >100’ gas column

Loxley-1 target zone: gas column thickness >100 ft
(orange & red area)

Dunsfold Aerodrome

Gas water contact = 0’ gas
i.e. defines limit of gas accumulation

Loxley-1 
0.7 km to 

target

2 km

Source: UKOG 07/2021 Public Inquiry doc
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N-S cross section along Loxley-1 &1z trajectory

Loxley-1&1z A-1

Portland
Sandstone

d
e

p
th

 (
ft

)

A-1

Loxley-1
GB-1

GB-2
GB-2z

A B

A

B

North South

A-1
26’ gas

Loxley-1z 
horizontal sidetrack

dashed line

Loxley -1 target 
Minimum 100 ft gas

Gas (red)

1
 k

m

10,000 ft

Secondary
objective

3 km

Source: UKOG 07/2021 Public Inquiry doc.



Loxley site production wells could drain main gas accumulation

A-1 
(26’ gas)

A281

B2130

Loxley-1
0.7 -1 km to target

2-2.5 km with horizontal

21

1-1.5 km horizontal drain 
within gas target zone

Loxley-1 target zone: gas column thickness >100 ft
(orange & red area)

2 km

Legacy wells

Loxley-1 surface location

Subsurface target location >100’ gas

Alternate surface location considered but rejected on technical/economic grounds

PEDL234PEDL235

Source: UKOG 07/2021 Public Inquiry doc.
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Loxley: Next steps

• Discharge pre-commencement planning conditions

• Tender site construction, drilling and related services

• Construct well site and access track

• Procurement of drilling long lead items

• Drill and test Loxley-1 and 1z sidetrack appraisal wells
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Turkiye: Basur- Resan appraisal project
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SE Turkiye: A far more prolific oil province than UK Weald Basin

• SE Turkiye has 18 times more produced & proven oil than the entire UK Weald Basin (572 mmbbl vs. 32 mmbbl) 
• The area between Resan and the giant Kurdistan Region of Iraq oil fields remains largely unexplored
• SE Turkiye has significant upside potential, hence the Resan farmin

Source: Xodus report 6/2020; JKP website; NSTA website; UKOG CPR, 2018; ERCE CPR, 2016; IHS Energy.

SE Turkiye
proven + produced 

million barrels 
UK Weald Basin

proven + produced*
million barrels

32
572

Note: * UKOG has interests in 2 Weald Basin producing oil fields which contribute towards the stated volume



SE Turkiye: Basur-Resan anticline and oil discovery
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• Basur-Resan is a significant asymmetric 
anticline with surface expression 
confirmed by seismic. Maximum extent c. 
70 km². Updip from lookalike E. Sadak 
producing field

• Basur-1 is reported to have flowed 500 
bbl of light oil in 6 hours (i.e. equivalent 
to 2,000 bopd). Resan wells have oil 
shows at similar depths, Resan-5 reported 
to have recovered light oil to surface

• Basur flowed light oil reported by 
Turkiye’s Ministry as 35˚ API

Basur-1 Oil Discovery
Reported 500 barrels 
35 API oil in 6 hours

East Sadak oil field
Basur-Resan 

geological lookalike

Prospective geological feature 
(surface anticline)

Axis of surface 
geological feature (anticline)

Oil field or discovery

Resan Licence

Resan wells:-
R-5 live oil to surface

R-3 oil shows & deeper water test

Basur-3 location

Prospect A

Basur-Resan anticlineLead/Prospect B
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Basur-3: Pre-drill interpretation on legacy seismic

B2 B1
B3 Orig. Prognosis

TW
T 

s

SW NE

Top Garzan
Top Beloka

Top Jurassic

Top Germav

• Basur-3 well trajectory planned based 
on legacy seismic line. The data shows 
target Garzan/Beloka to be updip of B-1 
oil discovery 

• The quality of the seismic imaging 
towards the NE is poor as it lies at the 
‘end of the line’ where complete near 
and far offset coverage is not possible

• Operator AME interpreted a normal 
fault at surface north of Basur-1 & 101 
which has been inferred in the seismic 
data

Source: UKOG internal 2021 
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Basur-3: Post-drill structural interpretation on new seismic

B2 B1

B3 actual & 
proposed B-3S (dashed )

TW
T 

s

SW NE

Top Germav

Top Garzan

Top Beloka

Top Jurassic

Source: UKOG internal 2022

• New seismic line revealed the presence 
of a major backthrust fault to the north 
of Basur-1. Imaging/processing of prior 
legacy seismic was incorrect

• Fault seen at surface is in fact a high-
angle reverse fault/backthrust, not a 
normal fault

• Basur-3S sidetrack now requires higher 
inclination to test the reservoir in 
proximity to Basur-1 oil discovery

• B-3S trajectory presents possible drilling
issues. It crosses the major backthrust
fault in fractured limestone rocks with
possible lost circulation and stuck pipe
risks and associated higher costs.

Lead/
Prospect B
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Basur: Top reservoir depth map (m below mean sea level)

2021 seismic lines
Legacy seismic line
Lower closing contour

B = Basur
K = Konakli
T = Tilan
YK = Yeni Kopru-1

New top reservoir map generated using
new phase-1 seismic and legacy data.

B1-flowed  500 bbl 35˚ API oil in 6 hours

B3-reservoir not reached

K1 dry hole

T1  31.5˚API oil& water to surface
from Garzan, Mardin/Beloka

not penetrated

41˚API Oil seep

YK1

B101- shows, 
not tested

B2 shows/deeper water test



Basur oil seep: found 15/06-03/07 2022, 4m below surface, 41.7˚ API gravity

unused shot hole 
location along 
seismic line 002.

new 15.5-16.5m shot hole 
drilled on 17/06/22, 8m 
E&W of line 002

(depth)
(diam.)

Source: UKOG RNS 30 June 2022, AME June 2022.
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SE Turkiye: Rapid monetisation in under 1 year possible

• Rapid monetisation, months versus years in UK

• UK 4-5 year wait to long term production erodes ~40% of project net present value
• AME’s E. Sadak field in production within 1 month of well finish, official production consent in 7 months
• Right to produce enshrined in Turkiye’s Petroleum Law (Article 6 (10)) 
• No lengthy planning or regulatory permission hurdles after commerciality established
• Turkiye’s refineries must purchase all produced crude at market price - enshrined in Petroleum Law
• Export via road to Batman refinery - approximately same distance as Horse Hill to Perenco Hamble

E. Sadak-1

UK Horse Hill-1 

Time from discovery 2 4 5 6 7      Years

UK vs Turkiye: Time from well completion/total depth (TD) to long term production

3

test prod

10

long term production

 long term oil production

Source: UKOG RNS, AME 2019.
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UK: Horse Hill oil field

Source: UKOG 
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Horse Hill: Unlocking future value

Convert HH-2z into a water re-injection well
• This will realise water disposal cost savings ~ £20-25k/month and assist in reservoir pressure support and oil recovery
• EA permit and NSTA approval is in place. 
• Further upgrades at site planned 

3D seismic acquisition
• Feasibility study underway to assess the merits and costs of a small 3D seismic programme to enhance geological understanding
• 3D seismic could dramatically reduce the risk of infill Portland drilling and Kimmeridge appraisal drilling as well as high grade key areas 

of production enhancement opportunity

Drilling
• UKOG has commenced well planning for a Portland infill and Kimmeridge appraisal well. Horse Hill has planning and permitting 

permission for a further 4 development wells offering a quick route to future development

Significant geothermal project
• The GeoHub, currently at a concept stage, is targeted to generate and supply more than 200,000 megawatt hours per year of 

continuous baseload, primarily as heat energy. The project's first phase would aim to supply identified significant industrial end-users 
in the locality with 100% green heating and cooling plus ancillary green electricity and/or hydrogen. Initial discussion ongoing with 
potential significant offtake end-user. 

Source: UKOG RNS 30 June 2022
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Horse Hill: Harnessing geothermal heat energy under our feet

Horse Hill site repurposed to 
include/deliver green geothermal 
heat @150-200˚C to surface via 
downhole heat exchangers

• 6 x 5,000-7,000m new wells

• Utilising heat exchangers/pumps

• ~25 MW of heat baseload

• Baseload over 8,760 hours/year

• Secondary electrical power 

generation from unused heat

• In discussions with significant local 

industrial end-user re heat energy 

supply for heating/cooling 

Source: UKOG RNS, 2021; Ceraphi HH Repurposing report October 2021 

Battery storage to optimise electric 
power sale revenues and for 

security of supply to end users
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Estimated use of funds, corporate structure & management team 

• Stephen Sanderson (CEO) - A highly-experienced petroleum geologist, oil
industry veteran and upstream energy business leader, with over 30 years
operating experience, Stephen is a proven oil finder and has been instrumental in
the discovery of more than 10 commercial conventional fields, including the
giant Norwegian Smorbuk-Midgaard field complex. Stephen held a variety of
senior management roles for ARCO, Wintershall AG and three junior start-ups

• Kris Bone (Operations Director) - Kris Bone is a petroleum engineer with 24 
years international exploration, appraisal, development and production 
experience in both conventional and unconventional sectors. Before joining 
UKOG Kris was Well Engineering Director for IGas Energy Plc, overseeing multiple 
drilling and well operations projects in the UK. His previous more recent 
experience includes Providence Resources and Europa Oil & Gas

• Matt Cartwright (Commercial Director) - Matt has worked for 39 years in the 
international oil & gas industry for super-majors and start-ups. He started his 
career with BP and ARCO in the UK before spending 13 years with Total where he 
made a significant contribution to Total’s growth in the Canadian heavy oil sands, 
the UK Elgin/Franklin development and in several ultra-deep-water W. Africa 
projects

• Matt Gormley (CFO) - Matt began his career within Grant Thornton’s Audit 
practice before joining Shanta Gold, the London-listed gold producer with 
operations in East Africa, where he was Group Financial Controller. Whilst at 
Shanta he was instrumental in a sustained period of operational, financial, and 
corporate successes. Matt has 11 years’ experience in financial roles and senior 
operational roles in the natural resources space and is a member of the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales 

Estimated Use of Funds £ million

Portland (Initial planning & studies, pre-FEED) 1.0

Loxley (Planning related, site lease) 0.3

SE Turkiye Basur Phase 2 seismic 0.5

Other working capital 1.3

Total 3.0

Capital Structure

Issued Shares 16,239 million

Options (Management & Directors) 139 million

Warrants 163 million


